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Application Note
The Cyclone V is a powerful FPG including a dual-core ARM Cortex A9 processor. The
ARM processor uses Yocto as an embedded operating system with a small foodprint.
Common Vision Blox is available for these systems and this document describes how to
setup Common Vision Blox on such systems.
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► Introduction

Introduction

1.

This documentation does not cover any FPGA development. Instead it focusses on the use of the ARM CPU
which offers a lot of possibilities regarding to the post-processing of the image data that might have been preprocessed by the FPGA. Also it is possible to stream the output of the image data together with the control of
the camera device and the processing using GigE-Vision using the ARM CPU.
The following documentation require this system components:
-

Altera Cyclone V Development Board including power supply, network cable and USB to mini-USB
cable
The Altera default microSD card or an empty microSD card of at least 4GByte
External USB microSD card reader or a host computer with a build in microSD card reader. You may
also use a microSD to SD card adapter and use this for both cases described above
Host computer using Ubuntu
Local Ethernet netword using a DHCP server

This is the Cyclone V SX SoC Development Board:
1

3

2

5

4

To install it you have to connect it to the Ethernet (DHCP server recommended) using the HPS Ethernet jack J2
(1). Connect a mini-USB cable from your host PC to the board connector (2). Ensure that the Altera microSD
card shipped with the Development Board is installed (3). Be sure that the on/off switch (4) is switched to OFF
before you plug in the power connector (5).
DO NOT POWER ON THE SYSTEM AS WE HAVE TO SETUP OUR HOST SYSTEM FIRST.
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► Installing Common Vision Blox on the Cyclone V Development Board

2.

Preparing your Ubuntu host system

As we need to execute commands on the Development Board we have to use a serial port communication
program on our Ubuntu based host system. Minicom (https://help.ubuntu.com/community/Minicom) is one of
those tools that works perfectly under Ubuntu. To install Minicom under Ubuntu start a Terminal and use the
following command:

sudo apt-get install minicom
In a next step we need to configure Minicom.

sudo minicom –s
Under Serial Port Setup choose the following options:
- Serial Device: /dev/ttyUSB0 (edit USB0 to match the port you plugged in the Altera board as
necessary)
- Bps/Par/Bits: 115200 8N1
- Hardware Flow Control: No
- Software Flow Control: No
- Hit ESC to return to the main configuration menu

Select Save Setup as dfl to save the default setup and select Exit. Start Minicom using

sudo minicom
It will display the following screen:
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► Installing Common Vision Blox on the Cyclone V Development Board

Minicom acts as a shell to the remote system and your host system is now ready. Now you can boot the
Development Board. If you want to use the supplied image continue in chapter 3. If you want to install the
components on the default image continue in chapter 4. In chapter 5 we will start some Common Vision Blox
sample applications.
If you want to exit Minicom press CTRL + A and then X.
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► Installing Common Vision Blox on the Cyclone V Development Board

3.

Using the provided image for the Cyclone V Development Board

For the Altera Cyclone V board STEMMER IMAGING provides an image with Common Vision Blox and other
required tools being installed as a predefined package.
To install the image on a microSD card you need a tool such as the Win32DiskImager to be installed on your
Windows system. You can find the tool here:
https://sourceforge.net/projects/win32diskimager/
Apple users might use the ApplePi-Baker which can be found here:
http://www.tweaking4all.com/hardware/raspberry-pi/macosx-apple-pi-baker/

The supplied image requires a microSD card with at least 4GByte. Of course you can use larger microSD cards
and extend the partition afterwards when booting the device. The complete installation will be described in this
document step by step.

Microsoft Windows
After installing the tool to read and write SD card images insert a microSD card with at least 4GByte to your
system and start the Win32DiskImager. Select your target SD card. Click the button to load the image file and
click the Write button. This will take roughly 6 minutes for a 4 GByte image:

You can now remove the microSD card and insert it in your Development Board to boot it up.
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► Installing Common Vision Blox on the Cyclone V Development Board

To create a backup of your Development Board system insert its microSD card into your Windows system and
start the Win32DiskImager. Select your SD card and click the Read button:

The procedure will take roughly 6 minutes for a 4 GByte SD card.

Apple OS X
After installing the tool to read and write SD card images insert a microSD card of at least 4GByte to your
system and start the ApplePi-Baker. Select your target SD card. Click the button to load the image file and click
the Restore Backup button. This will take roughly 6 minutes for a 4 GByte image:

You can now remove the SD card and insert it in your Development Board system to boot up your
Development Board.
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► Installing Common Vision Blox on the Cyclone V Development Board

To create a backup of your card insert it into your system and start the ApplePi-Baker. Select your SD card and
click the Create Backup button:

Specify the name of the output file and click the Save button:

The procedure will take roughly 6 minutes for a 4 GByte SD card.
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► Installing Common Vision Blox on the Cyclone V Development Board

Installing Common Vision Blox on the Cyclone V Development Board

4.

Attach the microSD card supplied by Altera to your Ubuntu host system and copy this two tarballs to the
/home/root folder of the microSD card:
-

cvb_camerasuite-12.1.0-ubu1204-armv7l.tar.gz
cvb_tools-12.1.0-ubu1204-armv7l.tar.gz

Remove the microSD card from your Ubuntu system and insert it into the Development Board (see picture in
chapter 1, position 1). Ensure Minicom has been started on your Ubuntu host system using the following
terminal command:

sudo minicom
It will show the following message:

Power on the Development Board (see picture in chapter 1, position 4). Minicom will display the system boot
messages. Login as the root user without any password:
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► Installing Common Vision Blox on the Cyclone V Development Board

Tarballs need to be installed from the root directory of the system. Use the following commands to install
Common Vision Blox Image Manager, CVB Minos and CVB GEVServer:

cd /
tar –xzf /home/root/ cvb_camerasuite-12.1.0-ubu1204-armv7l.tar.gz
tar –xzf /home/root/ cvb_tools-12.1.0-ubu1204-armv7l.tar.gz

This is all that is needed. In the following chapter you will be guided through the first steps with Common Vision
Blox. You don’t have to reboot your Development Board and can continue straight through Minicom.
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► Starting CVB samples on the Cyclone V Development Board

5.

Starting CVB samples on the Cyclone V Development Board

Your system is now ready for booting. Ensure Minicom has been started on your Ubuntu host system using the
following terminal command:

sudo minicom
It will show the following message:

Install the microSD card into your system and power on your system. Minicom will display the system boot
messages. Login as the root user without any password:

Change to the CVB binary directory using

cd /opt/cvb/bin
We first have to set the CVB environment once before we can execute any CVB program. To set the
environment use the following command. Refer to the script for details:
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► Starting CVB samples on the Cyclone V Development Board

. ./cvb-start-once.sh
Now the system can execute any CVB program using the CVB Image Manager, CVB Minos or CVB
GEVServer. Start with a CVB Minos sample using the following command:

./MinosSearchConsoleExample

CVB Minos will load a picture located in /opt/cvb/tutorial/Minos/Images/Search as well as the classifier in this
directory. It will then search for the best object in this image and output its name, location and quality. Now lets
try a CVB GEVServer sample that will allow us to see images on a client computer. Start the GEVServer
sample:

./GEVServer-Sample.sh
This shell script will start the GEVServerSpeedTest application with a predefined image size of 640x480. You
may want to change the image size by editing the script. The error message in the screenshot indicates that
there is no log service being installed. You can ignore it.
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► Starting CVB samples on the Cyclone V Development Board

The CVB GEVServer is waiting for a connection. Start the CVB GenICam Browser on a client machine
attached to the same network. It will list all detected cameras on the network and the GEVServer will be one of
them:

Right click the CVGevServer device (yellow area in the screenshot above) and select Open to open this device.
Start an acquisition and see a wedge scrolling through the display.
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► Starting CVB samples on the Cyclone V Development Board

The maximum transfer rate is displayed in the status bar. At the same time GEVServer will show the following
output:
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► Starting CVB samples on the Cyclone V Development Board

When you stop the acquisition and close the device in CVB GenICam Browser you can stop the GEVServer by
hitting any key:

To exit the Minicom session type exit. If you want to exit Minicom press CTRL + A and then X.
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► Accessing the Development Board from your Windows or Apple machine

6. Accessing the Development Board from your Windows or Apple
machine
Sometimes it’s important to transfer files from and to your Development Board. To do so STEMMER IMAGING
recommends the WinSCP tool for Windows which you can download here https://winscp.net/eng/index.php.
If you start the tool you can open a new connection by supplying the IP address and login credentials of your
Development Board.

Click the Login button to connect to your Development Board. After logging on successfully the tool will display
the content of your local system as well as the connect of the Development Board microSD. Simply use drag
and drop to copy files back and forth.
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► Accessing the Development Board from your Windows or Apple machine

For Apple users we recommend the Midnight Commander which can be found here
http://rudix.org/packages/mc.html. The Midnight commander can be started from with the terminal. Start a
terminal and enter mc.

Select fn + F9 to open the Left menu. From that menu select the Shell Link option.

Enter root@YOUR_IP as the link to the machine.
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► Accessing the Development Board from your Windows or Apple machine

In the left tree you will find the content of your Development Board microSD card while the right tree shows
your local directory structure. Use tab key to toggle between the two directory sets and use the function keys to
execute one of the commands displayed in the last line of the Midnight Commander.

Additionally you may use Putty under Windows or the ssh terminal command under OC X to remote login to
your Development Board system using SSH .

This Application Note is also available on www.CommonVisionBlox.com.
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► Further hints and applications

7.

Further hints and applications

The Cyclone V is an interesting platform to develop applications that make use of the FPGA in terms of the
processing of image streams as well as random access to the image data using the ARM core. The use of
Yocto as an embedded operating system makes the footprint requirements to a minimum while keeping a
maximum on flexibility.
One of these applications is a camera that can be developed pretty fast using Common Vision Blox for the
ARM to output the data via a GigE-Vision standard interface (the CVB GEVServer is fully GigE-Vision certified)
and using the FPGA to control the sensor and to pump the image data into the onboard memory. By using
additional CVB tools you may add interesting features such as triggering based on the image content using
CVB Minos, CVB Edge, CVB Lightmeter or your custom code. All these processing functionality can be
configured by using Custom Features of the GenICam standard that is being refered by the GigE-Vision
standard. In any case GEVServer will create the required mandatory features of GigE-Vision automatically and
use callback functions on any property read/ write and on any Command Execution so that you can hook up
your hard- and software control easily.
As a frontend you may also use the acquisition interface of Common Vision Blox which supports GigE-Vision
and USB3-Vision cameras under a variety of operating systems including Windows and Linux and processors
such as Intel and ARM. In such a scenario you could acquire on a Cyclone V system and use CVB on Windows
machines to acquire data from your own camera using a high performance filter driver.
Feel free to contact STEMMER IMAGING to discuss any type of embedded hardware and the usage of
Common Vision Blox and its tools.
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► Useful links

8.

Useful links

Information about the board and the chip
Link to the Altera homepage with information about the Development Kit
https://www.altera.com/products/boards_and_kits/dev-kits/altera/kit-cyclone-v-soc.html

Datasheet of the Cyclone V 5CSXFC6D6F31C6N chip
http://www.datasheetlib.com/datasheet/327425/5csxfc6d6f31c6n_altera.html#datasheet

Golden Hardware Reference Design
https://rocketboards.org/foswiki/view/Documentation/AlteraSoCDevelopmentBoard

Machine Vision on Altera FPGAs
https://www.altera.com/solutions/industry/industrial/applications/machine-vision/ind-machine-vision.html#GigEVision

Yocto on the Development Board
https://rocketboards.org/foswiki/view/Documentation/AlteraSoCDevelopmentBoardYoctoGettingStarted

A Yocto package on RocketBoards
https://rocketboards.org/foswiki/view/Documentation/AlteraSoCDevelopmentBoardSoftwareGettingStarted
This package is older than the default Altera package but the page contains useful information and other links.

Tools
Minicom
https://help.ubuntu.com/community/Minicom

WinSCP
https://winscp.net/eng/index.php

ApplePi-Baker
http://www.tweaking4all.com/hardware/raspberry-pi/macosx-apple-pi-baker/
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► Usefull Linux commands

9.

Usefull Linux commands

Directory and file commands
Command
cd [DIRECTORY]

cd cp [FILE] [DIRECTORY]
mv [FILE] [DIRECTORY]

Description
Changes the current working directory
Changes the current working directory to
the parent directory
Changes the current working directory to
the root directory
Changes the current working directory to
the users home directory
Changes to the previous directory
Copies a file to the directory
Moves a file to the directory

rm [FILE]

Deletes a file

cd ..
cd /
cd ~

rm -rf [DIRECTORY]
mkdir [DIRECTORY]
rmdir [DIRECTORY]
ls [DIRECTORY]
ll [DIRECTORY]
pwd
cat [FILE]
more [FILE]
touch [File]
find [DIRECTORY] | grep [FILE]
chmod 755 [FILE]
chmod 666 [FILE]
Users
Command
id
who
useradd -m [USER]
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Sample
cd /tmp
cd ..
cd /
cd ~
cd cp 123.txt /tmp
mv 123.txt /tmp
rm /tmp/123.txt
rm /tmp/*

Deletes all files in a directory as well as the
rm -rf /tmp/
directory
Creates a directory
mkdir /home/test
Deletes a directory
rmdir /home/test
ls
Displays the contents of a directory
ls /home/test
Displays the contents of a directory with
ll
detailed information
ll/home/test
Displays the current directory
pwd
Displays the content of a file
cat 123.txt
Displays the content of a file page by page more 123.txt
Creates an empty file, changes the file
touch 123.txt
timestamp
find /etc 123.txt
Searches for a file
find . | grep 123.txt
Makes a file executable
sudo chmod 755 ./MyScript.sh
Makes a file readable and writeable by
sudo chmod 666 ./MyScript.sh
everyone

Description
Displays the user name and the group
Displays all connected users
Creates a new user and its Home directory

22

Sample
id
who
useradd -m chef
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userdel -r [USER]
passwd [USER]

Deletes a user and its Home directory
Changes the password of a user

useradd -m chef
passwd chef

Network
Command
ifconfig
iwconfig
ping [DEVICE]

Description
Displays network information
Displays WLAN information
Tests the connection to a network device

Sample
ifconfig
iwconfig
ping 192.168.0.1

Application installation
Command
apt-get update

Description
Updates all installed packages
Installs a package including ist
apt-get install [PACKAGENAME]
dependencies
apt-get remove
de-installs a package including ist
[PACKAGENAME]
dependencies
Other useful commands
Command
uname -a
free
kill [PID]
killall [PROGRAM]
shutdown -h now
shutdown -r now
top
man [PROGRAM]
strg + C
ps aux
rc-update show
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Sample
sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get install cmake
sudo apt-get remove cmake

Description
Displays the kernel version
Displays the RAM usage
Kills a process by its ID
Kills a process by its name
Shutdowns the computer
Restarts the computer
Displays active programs an CPU-load
Display the help for the Program
Cancels the current shell operation
Displays all active processes and services
Displays all services being loaded at boot
time
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Sample
uname -a
free
kill 1067
killall Firefox
shutdown -h now
shutdown -r now
top
man firefox
strg + C
ps aux
rc-update show
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► Contact

Contact and Feedback

We hope that this manual was useful for you and look forward to your feedback. In case of further questions,
please do not hesitate to contact our technical support.
Additional information and a lot of valuable details regarding image processing, can also be found on our
website.
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